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ABSTRACT In this paper, we focus on an essential energy management approach for enhancing energy

efficiency (EE) as well as reducing fuel consumption of off-grid cellular networks whose base stations

(BSs) are supplied with hybrid power sources including solar PV array and diesel generator (DG). To take

the full advantage of PV technology, this paper examines the reliability performance and carbon footprint

implications in addition to EE. This paper also investigates the benefits of unevenly harvested green energy

sharing mechanism under zero fuel consumption scheme via physically installed resistive power lines taking

into account of dynamic nature of renewable energy (RE) generation and traffic arrival density. Furthermore,

joint transmission coordinated multipoint (JT-CoMP) user association technique is integrated for achieving

higher throughput and EE performance providing the best SINR quality to a connected user equipment (UE).

A comprehensive Monte-Carlo based simulation study has been carried out for evaluating EE, EE index

(EEI), and energy saving performances in downlink LTE-advanced networks under a wide range of network

settings. The results reveal that the proposed system can attain up to 26% energy savings via cooperation

mechanism and 48.7% more energy efficient in terms of EEI under peak load over the conventional hybrid

paradigm.

INDEX TERMS Renewable energy management, Green cellular network, Energy efficiency, Joint coordi-

nation, LTE-A.

I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread availability of affordable data-hungry

devices and their diverse type of applications such as video

streaming, cloud storage, social networking, multimedia ser-

vices, etc. upsurge the data traffic demand enormously in

wireless networks. A recent study carried out by Cisco reveals

that the volume of data transmission between mobile device

to device has increased by 69%, which is about 2.5 exabytes

monthly. This study also emphasized that the ever-expanding

mobile traffic will not likely to saturated for the next

half of a decade instead it will continue to grow around

tenfold [1]–[3]. Researchers anticipate that the mobile phone

will be the main communication device especially in the rural

areas that enables people to communicate which results a
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vast number of mobile phone subscriptions [4]. To handle

the staggering wireless traffic evolution, cellular operators

need to deploy an increased number of radio access network

(RAN) and core infrastructure to support internet access

everywhere providing the high bandwidth capacity. Conse-

quently, this could lead massive electricity consumption and

constitute higher capital and operational expenditures i.e.

CAPEX and OPEX respectively accompanied by pollution

intensive greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Among all the other participants in the area of Informa-

tion and Communication Technology (ICT), the BS avidly

drains electricity around 60 to 80 percent of the total energy

needed for the entire communication network and telecom

operators are thereby facing exhaustive OPEX due to the

power supply [5], [6]. The utilization of conventional energies

like fossil fuels, coals increased carbon footprints caused

by the operating cellular infrastructure. In the ICT sectors,
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telecommunication industries are responsible for contributing

the maximum amount of pernicious gases to the atmosphere

and the total carbon emissions is about 3-4% around the

globe [7]. It is evident from the research that yearly power

depletion around the world by the telecommunication sec-

tor has expanded from 219 TWh in 2007 to 354 TWh

in 2012 with an annual growth rate of 10% [8]. Owing to the

enormous pace of network expansion, the telecom sector over

the planet will consume 51% of global energy in 2030 results

a huge amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) secretions and

higher operational expenditure (OPEX) [9]. It is expected that

the global CO2 emissions will rise by 20% within 2030 if

cellular industries continue to use the conventional sources

together with the utility bills [10]. In this regard, energy effi-

ciency (EE) is the paramount consideration in order to reduce

the net present cost and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

with a greater degree of reliability and quality of service

(QoS) in the context of green cellular networks [11].

Intending to solve the problems in the aforementioned

paragraphs, several efforts are devoted to find energy effi-

cient solutions with the intention of reducing cost, environ-

ment friendly and improving sustainability [12], [13]. The

approach of renewable energy harvesting (REH) technology

to power cellular base stations (BSs) is becoming a com-

pelling solution to make them more independent from the

conventional power supply [14], [15]. By considering these,

network operators, academia and vendors are increasingly

interested to deploy local RE generators for wireless data

transmission which can radically reduce the grid energy

depletion and improve network EE [16]–[18]. Renewable

energy sources such as solar and wind has several advantages,

for example, they are bountiful & omnipresent in the envi-

ronment, cheap and toxic free. The fundamental challenges

of utilizing green energy for BSs is the highly intermittent

and random behavior of RE generation over time and space,

resulting in a mismatch between the power supply and load

demands. Therefore, standalone RE sources is not an extent

efficient option to ensure zero outage of wireless communi-

cation owing to the tempo-spatial dynamics. Nowadays, one

approach to tackle the challenges of variability of RE avail-

ability is adopting hybrid power supply solution, for example,

PV/grid, WT/PV/DG or any other possible combination with

sufficient energy storage capacity in order to improve the

energy efficiency, system reliability andmake the atmosphere

greener as well [19].

Recently communication service providers also depend

on diesel generator (DG) to provide electricity to the BS

because of limited availability of grid supply or the utility

grid is not available at all in some remote regions of the

world. However, RE in conjunction with DG supply offers

an attractive solution in terms of reliability and cost effec-

tiveness in some rural areas where the connection of elec-

tricity grid is more expensive. Due to the several unfavorable

factors like limited reserves of fossil fuel, global warming,

acid rain and huge operational expenditure (OPEX), the con-

ventional approach for instance grid electricity or DG can

never be a viable option since they are not environmental

friendly [20], [21]. The high CAPEX of a PV system is

counterbalanced by the low capital cost of DG set, whereas

the high OPEX is balanced by RE generators. In accor-

dance with the trend, green cellular networking has drawn

intensive attention among researchers concentrating on max-

imum utilization of solar energy in addition to the mini-

mum fuel consumption. As a promising solution, combined

PV/DG power supply has provided a greater level of reliabil-

ity to counterbalance the temporal dynamics of RE generation

aiming to ensure zero outage.

Various relevant recent work provisioning BS to be pow-

ered by hybrid supplies for improving EE in wireless cellu-

lar communication has been widely discussed in [21]–[25].

Reference [21] investigated the energy yield analysis includ-

ing OPEX savings for the cellular BSs powered by aggregate

PV/DG technology using HOMER software in Malaysia.

Han and Ansari [22] proposed an optimization algorithm

for minimizing on-grid energy consumption enabling more

users to be served using solar energy in hybrid powered

cellular BSs. Wang et. al. [23] proposed an user association

algorithm based on the level of green energy availability in

heterogenous cellular networks. Authors in [24] investigate

the long-term feasibility of a combined solar-wind solution to

cellular BSs targeting to the minimum net present cost. None

of the manuscripts considered the variation of bandwidth,

tempo-spatial traffic diversity, and energy efficiency calcu-

lation for different system setup. Renewable energy man-

agement paradigm refers to the maximum usage of energy

harvesting facilities in the cellular BS that have common EE

and environmental goals.

The amount of solar power generation is may be

higher or lower in accordance with tempo-spatial traffic

diversity and solar radiation intensity which often causes a

mismatch with the BS load consumption. The concept of

sharing surplus electricity among neighboring BSs via smart

grid or external physical transmission lines has been recog-

nized as an emerging solution in some literature [26]–[28].

An efficient energy cooperation framework among collo-

cated BSs via smart grid based on the level of a priori

knowledge about RE generation has been proposed in [28].

The potential benefits of energy cooperation mechanism on

overall associated cost with hybrid supplies are thoroughly

examined in consideration of temporal fluctuation of data

arrivals in reference [29]. The realization of energy cooper-

ation between two BSs over the externally connected power

cables is discussed in [30]. The manuscripts do not inves-

tigate EE performance and the presence of traffic variation

including carbon emission analysis. It is worth mention that

energy sharing approach is not feasible for a sparse network

with longer inter-site distance because of higher CAPEX,

high transmission loss and a proper way of clearance for the

transmission cables. Nevertheless, power sharing is plausible

if locally available RE generation is high enough to serve its

demand and then transfer excess electricity to the commer-

cial grid or requesting BS. A combination of energy storage
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and power sharing facility enables to balance the mismatch

between the electricity generation and BS load demand in an

energy efficient way.

Substantial research works have been carried out to opti-

mizing the operation of green powered cellular infrastruc-

tures such as enhancement of throughput performance [31],

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions [32], distributed

RE generation [28] and centralized RE management [33]

under the smart grid environment. But some of the models do

not account any storage technology or coordination technique

which incurs EE performance degradation in conventional

grid system. Authors in [34] proposed on/off mechanism

of small base stations according to the traffic demand with

hybrid supplies for further improving EE performance. Sleep

mode provision may deteriorates QoS due to lack of proper

coordination technique. The uplink spectral efficiency of

green cellular networks with JT CoMP technique is critically

investigated in [35] without focusing on EE.

Conventional designs of mobile wireless networks

primarily focused on spectral efficiency without any pro-

vision of EE. In addition, cellular operators have dimen-

sioned their infrastructure based on peak load, thus over

sizing system components restricts the efficient energy uti-

lization during low traffic hours or empty arrivals. Unlike

the above techniques, we adopted SINR based joint coor-

dination user association technique to investigate the EE

performances taking into considerations of some limiting

factors under a wide range of setup. Being inspired from

the aforementioned discussion and research gaps, this paper

broadly explores the inherent benefits of renewable energy

and joint BS coordination technique on energy efficiency

and energy savings for off-grid LTE-A macrocell BS with

Remote Radio Head (RRH) unit. Macro BS with RRH

predominantly minimizes the feeder cable loss as the fiber

optic link replaces the coaxial cable connection. Moreover,

no cooling arrangement is required for RRH enabled BS

and therefore, it contributes higher EE with a greater level

of flexibility and desired quality of service (QoS). The

prominent contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

• A generalized hybrid PV/DG power supply is

developed for the off-grid LTE-A cellular networks

addressing reliability and ecological issues. Under the

suggested framework, solar PV array plays as a primary

energy source while the DG supply remains standby

one. However, storage autonomy hours is also measured

for reliability study in the case of both PV and DG

failure simultaneously. In particular, we give promi-

nence to energy savings through solar energy sharing

policy based on surplus electricity production under low

BS consumption.

• SINR-SINR based JT CoMP transmission technique

is adopted for further improving EE in consideration

of some limiting parameters such as inter-cell interfer-

ence, shadow fading, and variability of load dependent

BS power consumption.

• We examine the system performances in terms of energy

yield, autonomy hours, EE and EEI varying system

bandwidth, battery depth of discharge, load factor, etc.

In addition, we figure out on-site PV panel capacity

as well as excess electricity under different load factor

and zero fuel consumption (ZFC) condition. Finally,

the effectiveness of the proposed system is investigated

comparing with the traditional hybrid scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The

system model including BS power consumption scenario,

solar energy generation model, energy storage system, and

DG system are discussed in section II. Section III outlined the

detailed performance analysis. Simulation setup, comparison

analysis, environmental aspect, and energy yield evaluation

are also discussed extensively with insightful comments in

this section. Finally, the conclusion has drawn in section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

This section presents the systemmodel along with joint trans-

mission CoMP technique, energy sharing framework, wire-

less link model and the formulation of performance metrics.

A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

A downlink LTE-A cellular networks having a set of

N collocated BSs B = {B1,B2, .....,BN } and covering an

area A = {A1 ∪ A2 ∪ ... ∪ AN } ⊂ R
2 is considered. Here,

Ai is the coverage area of BSBi, ∀iǫ{1, ...,N }.We assume the

macro base stations are installed with tri-sector 2/2/2 arrange-

ments in a hexagonal grid fashion with remote radio head

(RRH) unit. Needless to say, a macro BS contains transceiver

(TRX) unit, radio frequency (RF) unit, power amplifier (PA)

sections, and a baseband (BB) unit for signal processing and

coding. On the other hand, orthogonal frequency bands are

allocated in a BS usingOFDMA technique to cancel out intra-

cell interference. Fig. 1 shows the network layout consisting

of two subsystems, the telecommunication load and power

supply unit. A JT CoMP technique is deployed for receiving

best signal intensity to associated UEs.

The BSs in the considered cellular networks are powered

with a set of solar photovoltaic (PV) cells and battery bank

as an energy storage device. Besides, a diesel generator is

kept as a complementary energy source to handle network

outage during EH malfunctions. For sharing unevenly gener-

ated power, all BSs in the first tier are connected via resistive

power cables for the envisaged green cellular framework.

An electronic converter is connected between DC and AC

bus for energy conversion according to the BS demand. Fur-

thermore, an intelligent energy management unit (EMU) is

installed for smart charge controlling to prevent the battery

from over charging and over discharging.

B. JOINT TRANSMISSION COORDINATED

MULTIPOINT (JT CoMP)

In coordinated multipoint (CoMP) technique, several BSs

coordinate with each other such a way that it increases

throughput by reducing inter-cell interference. In general,
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FIGURE 1. Proposed network model.

FIGURE 2. JT CoMP transmission technique.

a UE is typically connected with nearest BS regardless of

the signal quality. The closest BS may not always support

better signal strength due to fading and interference. Under

JTCoMP transmission, data is transferred to a user equipment

(UE) simultaneously from multiple coordinated BSs in order

to strengthen received signal quality [36], [37]. A UE ranks

the BSs in a descending manner based on received signal

quality under the given cluster. In this paper, two BSs pro-

viding maximum SINR are selected for serving associated

UEs jointly. Fig. 2 depicts the two selected BSs jointly serve

a single UE for better throughput performance.

C. BS POWER MODEL

The power dissipation of a BS depends largely on the cor-

responding traffic arrival rate. The cellular network traffic

volumes are hugely dynamic over time and space. Typically,

a cellular network operator designed the energy infrastruc-

ture for BS considering the full load condition which results

a huge amount of energy wastage during the ideal state.

FIGURE 3. Daily traffic load profile.

Therefore, it is necessary to design the energy system for BS

according to the real traffic load in order to avoid electricity

wastage. The BS consumes electricity in two different ways:

static power consumption and dynamic power consump-

tion. The approximated daily traffic load profile is exhibited

in Fig. 3 which can be evaluated by Poisson distribution

model as follows

λ(t) =
p(t, α)

max[p(t, α)]
(1)

p(t, α) =
αt

t!
e−α (2)

where λ(t) is the normalized traffic distribution, p(t, α) is the

Poisson distribution function of traffic demand at a particular

period of time, and α is the mean value where peak number of

traffic arrivals occur at 5 PM. The normalized traffic demand

in a time slot establish the relationship between the number

of active users and the number of resource blocks (RBs) to

serve users. If the number active users is greater than the

available resource blocks, a new incoming user cannot be

served. UEs are considered to be uniformly distributed over

the geographical area.

Let us assume the number of transceivers of a typical BS

be (NTRX ) and actual traffic intensity is (χ ), then the total

estimated power dissipation for BS is defined as [38]

Pin =

{

NTRX [P1 + △pPTX (χ − 1)], if 0 < χ ≤ 1

NTRXPslp, if χ = 0
(3)

NTRX = Nsec × Nant × Nsc (4)

where Nsec and Nant denotes the number of sectors and

number of antennas per sector respectively. The notation

Nsc presents the number of sub-carries to allocate RBs.

P1 = P0 + △pPTX is the the maximum power consumption

of a BS sector and P0 is the consumption at idle state.

PTX is the BS transmission power typically 43 dBm

(i.e. 20W). The load dependency is accounted for the power

gradient, △p. The scaling parameter χ = 1 indicates that

a fully loaded system and χ = 0 indicates idle state. Fur-

thermore, a BS without any traffic load enters into sleep

mode with lowered consumption, Pslp. The dynamic power
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TABLE 1. BS approximate power consumption model parameters [8].

consumption is varied with traffic loading parameter (χ ). The

parameters of BS load are summarized in Table 1. NowP1 can

be expressed as below [8]

P1 =
PBB + PRF + PPA

(1 − σDC )(1 − σMS )(1 − σcool)
(5)

where PBB and PRF are the power consumption scaled lin-

early with the transmission bandwidth BW and the number

of transceiver chain (NTRX ) and they can be evaluated as [8]

PBB = NTRX
BW

10 MHz
P′
BB (6)

PRF = NTRX
BW

10MHz
P′
RF (7)

where P′
BB and P′

RF are the power consumption of based-

band unit and radio frequency transceiver respectively. Losses

incurred by DC-DC power supply, mains supply and active

cooling can be approximated by the loss factors σDC , σMS and

σcool respectively. However, power consumption in the power

amplifiers is represented by PPA which depends on the maxi-

mum transmission power and power amplifier efficiency ηPA
and can be given as follows

PPA =
PTX

ηPA(1 − σfd )
(8)

The power dissipation of the cooling unit hinges on the

interior temperature of the BS cabinet and typically a macro

BS absorbs roughly 10% of total energy without the facility

of RRH [8]. However, no cooling equipment is required for

macro BSwith RRH. The total BS power consumption for the

macro BS with RRH and without RRH is presented in Table 2

under peak traffic load showing the power expenditure of

each individual element. RRH enabled macro BS has sub-

stantially reduced energy consumption (about 44% under

10 MHz transmission bandwidth) over conventional macro-

cell as observed from Table 2. As a consequence, the rest

of the analysis will be carried out for macro BS with RRH

configuration since it requires lower installed capacity with

desired QoS. Another crucial parameter load factor (Lf ) can

be defined as the ratio of occupied resource block (RBo) and

the total available resource blocks (RBt ).

Lf =
RBo

RBt
(9)

Fig. 4 shows the BS power consumption for different trans-

mission bandwidth over a day. The dynamic BS power con-

sumption is directly varied with traffic loading parameter χ

as seen from Fig. 4. According to the definition, higher sys-

tem bandwidth pushed BS power consumption in an upward

direction. To handle cumbersome BS load demand, a large

TABLE 2. Macro BS power consumption at maximum load of a LTE
system for 10 MHz bandwidth [8].

FIGURE 4. Daily BS power consumption for various BW .

number of solar modules and battery bank need to be installed

to support massive traffic arrivals under higher bandwidth.

D. WIRELESS LINK MODEL

We consider log-normally distributed shadow fading as a

propagation channel model to derive signal to interference

plus noise ratio (SINR). If d is the distance between BS

(i.e. transmitter) and a UE (i.e. receiver), then the path loss

in dB can be expressed as

PL(d) = PL(d0) + 10ζ log(
d

d0
) + Xσ (10)

where PL(d0) is the path loss in dB at a reference distance d0
and ζ is the path loss exponent. PL(d0) can be calculated
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FIGURE 5. PV power output over a day.

using the free-space path loss equation. Xσ is the amount

of shadow fading modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random

variable with a standard deviation σ dB.

Thus, the received power in dBm for k th UE from ith BS Bi

is given by

Pi,krx = P
i,k
tx − PL(d) (11)

where P
i,k
tx is the transmitted power in dBm. The transmit

power P
i,k
tx from Bi to UE k satisfies

∑

kǫU P
i,k
tx ≤ Pmaxi ,

where Pmaxi is RF output power of BS Bi at its maximum

traffic load. However, two coordinated BSs jointly serve a

single UE under JTCoMP transmission technique. Therefore,

the received power at CoMP-UE can be expressed as

P′
rx = P

1,k
tx + P

2,k
tx − PL(d) + Xσ (12)

where P
1,k
tx and P

2,k
tx is the transmitted power in dBm from

selected two coordinated active BSs respectively. On the other

hand, the inter-cell interference (Pk,inter ) can be expressed as:

Pk,inter = P
i,k
inter =

∑

m6=1,2

(P
m,k
tx ) (13)

Then the received SINR γi,k at k
th UE from BS Bi can be

given by

γi,k =
Pi,krx

Pk,inter + Pk,intra + PN
(14)

where Pk,intra is the intra-cell interference, PN is the addi-

tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power given by PN =
−174 + 10log10(BW) in dBm and BW is the transmission

bandwidth in Hz. In this paper, the proposed networkmodel is

simulated considering inter-cell interference from neighbor-

ing macrocells as interferes in a regularly spaced hexagonal

deployment scenario.

E. PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) ARRAY

The sunlight is ubiquitous and contamination free ambient

source on this planet. Solar PV modules are placed together

FIGURE 6. Average annual profile of solar radiation in Bangladesh.

in series/parallel to form the solar array which converts solar

irradiation into DC electrical energy. The solar power gener-

ation mainly relies on some factors such as terrestrial region,

materials of panel, environmental consequences, tracking

mode and panels tilt. The solar panel generates power in an

intermittent manner all over the day and it follows a normal

distribution pattern. Fig. 5 shows the temporal diversity of

solar power output for 1 kW PV module which is estimated

using System Advisory Model (SAM) without any tracking

mode for Patenga area in Bangladesh [36]. Fig. 6 represents

the average yearly solar radiation profile with a clearness

index for Patenga.

The RE generated at BS i ǫ {1,...,N} during time slot n is a

random variable denoted by ri (t) ǫ [0, ri
max], where ri

max is

maximum available solar energy generation by Bi. The green

power generation can be defined as
∫ nτ
(n−1)τ bi(t)dt = ri(t),

where bi(t) is obtained from the instantaneous solar power

profile as depict in Fig. 2 and τ is the duration of each time

slot.

The time varying average solar energy generation, r̄i(t) is

characterized by the following model [28]:

r̄i(t) =
ri
maxexp−(n−βi)

2

δ2i

τ (15)

In this model, the parameter βi represents the position in

time of the peak generation, chosen to be noon, i.e. 12 hours,

∀iǫ{1, ...,N }, δi indicates the shape width at half maximum

of the peak, chosen to be 3 hours, ∀iǫ{1, ...,N }, and the

time duration of each slot τ is one hour. On the other hand,

the annual solar energy generation can be given by the fol-

lowing formula [8]

Esol = Csol × 1r × Fd × δ × 365 days/yr (16)

whereCsol the rated solar PV (SPV) array capacity in kW,1r

is the average daily solar radiation intensity in kWh/m2/day

(4.59 as seen from Fig. 6), δ is the dual axis tracking factor

(usually 1.3), and Fd is the derating factor accounts the

effects of dust, wire loss, temperature fluctuations etc. on the

SPV energy production.
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TABLE 3. Solar panel specifications.

The parameters of solar module used in this paper are

summarized in the Table 3.

F. DIESEL GENERATOR

Since the solar energy is unable to feed the BS demand

independently, hence DG supply could mitigate the fluctu-

ations of RE generation and enhance the battery lifetime.

SPV/DG hybrid system is considered as a more viable solu-

tion over standalone DG or SPV power supply system due

to the compensating relation between SPV and DG. The

electrical energy generation by a DG (EDG) can be expressed

as

EDG = PDG × ηDG × tr , kWh (17)

where PDG the rated power output, ηDG is the DG efficiency

and tr is the DG running duration. Fuel consumption can be

calculated as

FC = EDG × Fsp (18)

where Fsp is the specific fuel consumption (L/kWh).

G. ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM (ESS)

Several batteries are interconnected in series/parallel in order

to build the energy storage unit which is used to supply the

BS during the insufficient solar generation, sudden increment

of load demand and natural disturbance etc. The storage unit

consumes the excess electricity and discharge when the solar

PV array or DG sources are unable to feed the BS load

and thereby improves the system reliability without inter-

ruption [38]. Typically, lead-acid batteries (Trojon L16P) are

widely used in the cellular BSs due to low weight, modular,

high energy density and high storage efficiency [36], [38].

Battery depth of discharge (BDOD) illustrates how deeply

the battery is discharged, complement to the state of charge

(BSOC ). For instance, BDOD = 80% means the battery has

delivered 80% of its energy, whereas 20% energy will be

reserved. Alternately, 20% reserves energy identifies the bat-

tery SOC. However, BDOD can be expressed as follows

BDOD = (1 −
BSOCmin

100
) (19)

where BSOCmin is the minimum SOC of battery denotes the

lower threshold limit of battery discharge.

The battery bank capacity (Bc) determines the backup time

for solar PV array, can be expressed as [38]

Bc =
PBS × D× tw

BDOD × Vb × Kb
Ah (20)

where PBS is the BS DC power load, D is the backup days,

Kb is the coefficient of battery capacity (=1.14), tw is the

working time in a day, and Vb is the battery voltage operated

at 48 V DC bus-bar.

The maximum andminimum battery bank storage capacity

in kWh can be determined as follows

Ebattmax =
Nbat × Vnom × Qnom

1000
× BSOCmax (21)

Ebattmin =
Nbat × Vnom × Qnom

1000
× BSOCmin (22)

Note that ESS capacity should not exceed the maximum

limit and not reached the below threshold level. The available

battery bank capacity at every hour t can be estimated as

follows

Ebatt (t) = λ × Ebatt (t − 1) + Ein(t) × ηC − EBS (t) (23)

Ein(t) = EDC + EAC = Esol + EDG (24)

where Ebatt (t − 1) is the energy storage capacity in previous

hour, Ein(t) is the incoming energy from both DC and AC

power sources such as solar PV modules and fuel generator.

λ is the charging efficiency of battery i.e., the percentage of

storage energy retained after a unit period of time and (1-λ)

indicates the storage deficiency factor. For example, λ = 0.9

indicates that 90% stored energy is useful while 10% energy

will be lost in the storage during the time interval. EBS (t)

represents the hourly energy demand by the LTE cellular BS

and ηC represents the conversion efficiency. The initialization

condition for the batteries is Ein(0) = 0, ∀iǫ{1, ...,N }.
The size of battery bank depends on the BS power con-

sumption and the duration that support BS load demand

independently. The larger battery bank capacity takes a longer

time to take charge and leading to high operating cost.

Battery bank autonomy (Baut ) defines the number of hours

that support BS load without any help from an external

retailer. This parameter plays a significant role during hybrid

supply malfunctions and signifies the reliability performance

with zero energy shortage. Baut can be defined as follows [38]

Baut =
Nbat × Vnom × Qnom × BDOD × (24h/day)

LBS
(25)

where LBS average daily BS load in kWh, Nbat is the number

of battery cells in the battery bank, Vnom is the nominal

voltage of each battery cell (V) and Qnom is the nominal

capacity of single battery in Ah. Table 4 shows the nominal

battery capacity and voltage for the two different ESS. Owing

to the high power output, type-1 lead-acid battery bank is

considered throughout this paper.
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TABLE 4. Energy storage specifications.

H. ENERGY SHARING STRATEGY

Two way energy trading allows better utilization of green

energy from the surplus power generation. Energy coop-

eration among collocated BSs may take places on differ-

ent energy availability which directly depends on traffic

load dependent BS power profile and tempo-spatial varia-

tion of RE generation. Under the proposed model, surplus

electricity (Esur ) is produced when the supply energy exceeds

the BS energy expenditure including battery loss (Bl) and

converter loss (Cl).

Esur = Ein − EBS − Bl − Cl (26)

In this paper, we assumeBl andCl comprises with 10% and

5% of the total power consumption respectively. By combin-

ing the supply and demand sides, Esur > 0 shows the excess

energy generation status and Esur < 0 indicates the deficit

status of ith BS. Since energy sharing is too complex for a

large number of BSs and longer inter-site distance. In this

paper, we assume energy sharing take place only first cellular

tier consisting of seven BSs via shortest connecting path.

However, sharing power between two BSs will result line

losses due to resistive heating. The net energy shared (Esh)

between neighboring BSs can be computed as

Esh(t) = Esur (t) − El(t) (27)

where El(t) is the energy loss in the resistive conductor in

the form of heat during energy trading. El(t) is a function

of connected conductor length and can be evaluated over to
duration in hours as follows:

El(t) = I2R(l) × to =
P2sh × ρ l

Ac

V 2
× to (28)

where I is the current traveling through the transmission line,

R(l) is the resistance of the l km conductor length, ρ in ohm-

m presents the resistivity of the overhead line, Ac represents

the cross-sectional area of the conductor in m2, V is the DC

bus-bar voltage (BS operated at 48 V DC). We assume the

surplus energy cooperation take place in the DC form over

the small geographical region.

The average energy savings via energy cooperation can be

formulated as

AES(i, t) =
∑N

i=1 Esh(t)
∑N

i=1 EBS (t)
× 100% (29)

where N is the number of transmitting BS, typically 7 BSs for

the single-tier configuration.

Note that the resistance of the power cable is 3.276 ohm/km

as obtained from the American Wire Gauge (AWG) con-

ductor size standard [39]. The inter-site distance (ISD) is

calculated as
√
3 times of cell radius (i.e.

√
3R).

However, the energy cooperation option is more feasible

where the commercial grid supply is not present especially

in remote areas which enhances EE performance by reducing

fuel consumption. For power sharing, the particular BS ranks

its surrounded BSs in a descending order based on available

solar energy storage. Under the proposed model, the green

energy utilization, fuel consumption and energy sharing phe-

nomenon of ith BS can be expressed as follows

CASE I: ESOL > EBS

ith BS has sufficient solar energy for serving its associated

users. Thus, there is no need of diesel consumption and

energy sharing. The remaining harvested energy is stored in

the battery bank after fulfilling its own demand which can be

expressed as

Ebatt (t) = Esol(t) − EBS (t) (30)

Therefore, after satisfying the demand of time t , available

energy in the storage of Bi for the time slot (t + 1) can be

written as

Ebatt (t + 1) = λ × Ebatt (t) + Esol(t + 1)−EBS (t+1) (31)

CASE II: ESOL < EBS

When the solar energy production is less than BS demand,

the BSi seeks additional energy from its neighbors, which

is the total energy remaining in their own storage. Hence,

the total solar energy required to be shared by Bi at time t

can be expressed as

Ereq(t) = EBS (t) − Esol(t) (32)

Consider the set of sorted BSs in a descending fashion

is given by {Bi,1,Bi,2, ...,Bi,M }, where M is the number of

neighboring BSs of Bi. Now, if the first neighboring BS Bi,1

has required solar energy ≥ Ereq(t), BS Bi fulfills its demand

from Bi,1. If the shared energy of Bi,1 is not sufficient (i.e.,

< Ereq(t)), BS Bi accepts the amount from Bi,1 that it can

share. Besides, it continues to seek additional energy from

next BS from the given set for the remaining amount of

required energy. Let E
i,m
sh be the amount of solar energy shared

by Bi from the neighboring BS Bi,m. Then the total energy

received by Bi from the neighboring BSs can be given by

Ei =
M

∑

m=1

E
i,m
sh (33)

CASE III: ESOL + Esh < EBS

When the combined solar energy and shared energy is less

than BS demand, then DG supply is required to mitigate the

shortage energy demand. Thus, the DG energy consumption,

E ′
DG(t) by i

th BS is now

E ′
DG(t) = EBS (t) − Esol(t) − Esh(t) (34)
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In other words, the fuel generator is used to offset the

remaining energy consumption whenever the allocated green

energy is insufficient.

I. ENERGY EFFICIENCY METRICS

To examine the performance of green wireless network, it is

necessary to evaluate the energy efficiency (EE) metrics in

terms of bit per joule which defines as the ratio of data

transmission rate to the level of power requirement. In this

article, we consider the EE metric is the ratio between total

throughput of the proposed framework and the net power

(Pnet ) consumption of diesel generator. According to the

Shanon Hartley’s information capacity theorem, the total

achievable throughput in a network at time t can be expressed

by

Ttotal(t) =
U

∑

k=1

N
∑

i=1

BW log2(1 + γi,k ) bps (35)

where N is the number of transmitting BSs and U is the total

number of UEs in the network. Thus, the EE metric denoted

as ηEE for time t can be written as

ηEE (t) =
Ttotal(t)

PDG(t)
bits/joule (36)

where PDG(t) =
∑N

i=1 Pin(i, t) −
∑N

i=1 Ps(i, t) is the net

energy consumption from the diesel generator in all the BSs

at time t , Pin(t) is the necessitated total power in BSBi at time

t and Ps(t) is the green power from the solar source consumed

by the BS Bi at time t .

Another important metrics called the energy efficiency

index (EEI) is introduced in this manuscript to justify the

CoMP effect on the proposed scheme. EEI can be defined as

the ratio of total achievable throughput and BS input power

consumption.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed net-

work powered by solar PV and DG supplies with sufficient

storage capacity varying different system parameters such

as load factor, bandwidth, battery depth of discharge, etc.

Energy yield analysis and carbon footprint are also discussed

in the same section.

A. SIMULATION SETUP

A MATLAB based Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out

in where each data point are calculated by averaging

10000 independent iterations. Without loss of generality,

we will consider one resource block (RB) is occupied by

a single active UE. We assume the same BS power profile

parameters for all the BSs, while equal transmit power is

considered for all RBs. Inter-cell interference contributions

by the neighboring BSs surrounded in a single tier are taken

into consideration for the presented results. The spatial vari-

ability of traffic distribution among BSs is modeled as a

uniform random variable in [0 1]. A summary of the system

TABLE 5. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 7. Number of PV modules vs Lf for different BW with δ and
without δ.

parameters of the simulated network considered in reference

to the LTE standards [36] is presented in Table 5.

B. RESULT ANALYSIS

We emphasize on EH capacity, installed storage capacity,

excess electricity, energy savings via sharing, throughput, EE,

and EEI performances including carbon emissions analysis to

justify the effectiveness of the proposed system.

1) SYSTEM LAYOUT

Fig. 7 shows the required number of PV modules (NPV )

with load factor (Lf ) varying system bandwidth illustrating

the impact of dual axis tracking mode factor δ. The solid

line presents the solar system without dual axis tracking

factor and the dotted line indicates the system demands

EH capacity with δ. The tracking method enables the

PV module to capture more sunlight thus, more power

will produce from the same PV panels compared to the

fixed solar cell implementation. Needless to say that solar

PV array with δ constitutes high capital cost but installing

a movable solar panel is a more suitable option in terms of
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FIGURE 8. Number of batteries vs Lf varying BW .

higher power generation as it involves the same operational

expenses with that of non-tracking PV array over the 25 years

lifetime of Sharp polycrystalline module. This mechanism

significantly reduces the number of PV module as clearly

evident in the Fig. 7. For example, the number of Sharp

ND-250QC PV panels are needed of 12 and 16 with

δ and without δ respectively for 50% load factor

under 10 MHz BW . The number of required PV panels

increases linearly with the system bandwidth regardless of

the tracking mode condition. Moreover, higher Lf uplifts

NPV as seen from the depicted figure to support a healthy

amount of power supply during peak traffic arrivals. As seen,

the maximum number of required modules are 28 when

the load factor is 1.0 under system bandwidth of 20MHz.

However, the results presented in the next section will be

derived for the solar array with dual axis mode technique.

For the sake of simplicity, the cost analysis is not discussed

in this paper.

Fig. 8 illustrates the requisite number of battery cells

(Nbat ) in a battery bank for different load factor (Lf ) varying

bandwidth. The number of battery cells is found higher for

large BW and higher Lf as it is varies with NPV capac-

ity. It is observed that the number of batteries remains

constant for all the system bandwidth for 80-100% load

factor.

2) ENERGY YIELD EVALUATION

The yearly contribution of energy by the individual energy

sources such as solar PV and DG, battery bank autonomy and

surplus electricity is examined in this section based on system

configuration.

a: SOLAR PV ARRAY

The annual energy contribution of 5 kW solar array

for an average daily radiation can be computed using

Eq. (16); 5 kW (Csol) × 4.59 kWh/m2/day (1avg) × 0.9

(Fd ) = 20.66 kWh per day. A dual-axis tacker mecha-

nism elevates the total amount of energy by 30% [38] to

be 26.85 kWh.

FIGURE 9. PV energy contribution vs BW varying PV capacity.

FIGURE 10. DG energy contribution vs BW varying PV capacity.

b: DIESEL GENERATOR

According to Eq. (17), 1 kW DG generates maximum

9.6 kWh/day; (PDG = 1 kW × ηDG = 40% × top =
24 hr). Fuel consumption has a direct relationship with the

DG operating hours and load demand of the BS. If the

solar radiation or the solar capacity is higher, then the DG

requires to produce less amount of energy. Additionally, the

DG running hour accelerates for the higher bandwidth and

any malfunction of PV array or the energy storage mod-

ule. Furthermore, the system performance enhances for

large solar irradiation or PV installed capacity in terms of

diesel consumption and GHG emissions reduction. Notably,

1 kW DG is used throughout this paper and the variation of

daily solar radiation intensity is excluded in this paper.

Solar energy contribution for different bandwidth and PV

capacity is depicted in Fig. 9. It is apparent that the energy

contribution moves upward with the increment of PV capac-

ity in accordance with BW . Fig. 10 presents the amount

of energy taken from the DG set for different BW varying

on-site solar capacity (Csol). As expected, fuel consumption

decreases significantly with the higher value of Csol i.e.

EDG follows an opposite fashion of Esol . On the other hand,

DG energy contribution almost remains unchanged for differ-

ent BW due to the linear variation of Csol . The empty region
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FIGURE 11. Battery autonomy vs load factor for different BW .

in the graph implies the zero fuel consumption (ZFC) state of

different scenarios. For instance, the DG energy contribution

will drop to zero if the Csol are 4kW, 5kW, 6kW and 7kW

for bandwidth of 5MHz, 10MHz, 15MHz and 20MHz respec-

tively. In other words, the deployed standalone solar array can

carry the BS load independently without any support from

external retailers or DG supply under ZFC condition.

c: BATTERY BANK

Battery bank autonomy hours can be computed with the help

of Eq. (25) for BW = 10 MHz, Lf = 0.2 configuration;

(Nbat = 16 × Vnom = 6V × Qnom = 360 Ah × BDOD =
0.7 × 24hr)/daily BS load, LBS = 16.47 kWh. According to

the calculation ESS can support the BS load for 35.25 hours

independently during the absence of hybrid power supplies.

Fig. 11 shows the battery autonomy (Baut ) with the variation

of load factor for different bandwidth. A higher value of Baut
is preferable to handle BS load for a prolonged period of

time. With the increment of bandwidth and load factor, Baut
curve moves downward which means higher load consump-

tion that considerably reduced the battery bank charging time.

However, Baut shows superior performance for the lower

BW and smaller load demand as illustrated from the figure.

For example, ESS can support the BS load about 40 hours

autonomously under 10 MHz bandwidth and 50% traffic

intensity without any assistance from either green EH or DG

module which is enough time for maintenance during mal-

functions. It can be safely inferred that sufficient battery bank

ensure a greater level of reliability without sacrificing QoS.

d: EXCESS ELECTRICITY

Fig. 12 depicts the daily surplus energy generation (Esur ) with

battery depth of discharge (BDOD) varying system bandwidth.

The figure is also derived for the two commonly used storage

devices for evaluating their impact on Esur . According to

the definition, BDOD is a function of battery state of charge

(BSOC ) and hence, the storage capacity directly depends

on BSOC . As a consequence, net energy production from the

combined sources inherently moves upward direction with

the higher value of BDOD, this in turns resulting higher excess

FIGURE 12. Excess electricity vs BDOD varying BW for different battery
types.

FIGURE 13. Excess electricity at zero fuel consumption.

electricity generation as evident from the figure. On the

other hand, a large BW minimizes the Esur due to greater

load consumption as explained beforehand. In addition, ESS

with higher nominal capacity exhibits optimistic performance

compared to type-2 battery bank and therefore, type-1 lead-

acid battery bank is considered over the entire manuscript.

Fig. 13 shows the daily surplus energy production under

zero fuel consumption for various bandwidth. The curve is

sharply falling down to reach the bottom point with the incre-

ment of BW as derived from the ZFC state of Fig. 10. Since

ZFC condition is achieved for Csol = 7kW panel capacity

for 20 MHz bandwidth, while 4 kW solar PV array ensure

no DG running hours under BW = 5 MHz. Consequently,

Esur production is linearly scaled with Csol and BW as well

hence, larger solar panel capacity produce the bigger amount

of Esur even though the greater load consumption at higher

bandwidth.

Fig. 14 demonstrates surplus electricity production for dif-

ferent bandwidth with the active number of resource blocks.
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FIGURE 14. Excess electricity vs load factor (Lf ) varying BW .

FIGURE 15. Shared electricity vs load factor for different BW .

All the curves follows a similar pattern to reach their mini-

mum values with the increment of Lf . Furthermore, the curve

for largerBW outperforms than other ones because of its big-

ger EH installed capacity as evident from the graph. Notably,

the figure is derived for the solar capacity at ZFC condition

under all cases of load factor. As a result, a healthy amount

of Esur generated under low traffic intensity for all curves.

e: ENERGY SAVINGS

The mathematical model of energy savings via locally

available green energy cooperation mechanism is clearly

presented in section II-H. According to the definition,

the sharable energy between surrounded BSs can be com-

puted by subtracting transmission line loss from the sur-

plus production. Fig. 15 describes the net amount of energy

transferred to the closest neighboring BS for different load

factor varying BW . As expected, Fig. 15 follows a similar

pattern of Fig. 14. Likewise, Fig. 16 manifest the percentage

of energy savings for a single BS derived from the Fig. 15

based on Eq. (29). The maximum energy saving is attained at

low Lf and higher BW which is about 80% and it gradually

falls down with the increment of traffic demand. It can be

concluded that the energy trading technique allowsmaximum

FIGURE 16. Energy savings percentage vs Lf for different BW .

FIGURE 17. Throughput performance over a day for various BW .

utilization of solar energy and helps in further curtailing

diesel consumption as well as emission intensive greenhouse

gases.

3) ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Fig. 17 depicts the network throughput for distinct bandwidth

considering inter-cell interference over 24 hours period.

However, throughput is a function of resource block (RB)

i.e. load factor. According to our assumption in the simu-

lation setup section, the number of occupied RBs directly

varied with a traffic profile. It is clearly evident from the

figure that all the curves apparently follows the given traffic

pattern presented in Fig. 3.Moreover, a noticeable throughput

distribution gap is found between low arrivals and high traffic

demands due to the variation of occupied RBs allocation. The

traffic loading parameter χ = 0.8 implies that 80% of RBs

are occupied by the network. That is 40 RBs are occupied at a

time while 10 RBs remains free to take further arrivals under

the system operating with 10 MHz bandwidth. In accordance

with Shanon’s information capacity, throughput is propor-

tionally related with received signal quality i.e. SINR which

is a key parameter while measuring EE. Therefore, a UE

receives the best signal quality under higher bandwidth as
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FIGURE 18. Energy efficiency vs BW for different PV capacity.

observed from the figure. On the other hand, JT CoMP tech-

nique provides the best throughput performance owing to its

joint coordination and thus uplifts spectral efficiency as well

as EE performance for the considered hybrid scheme.

A quantitative comparison of EE performance with the sys-

tem bandwidth is demonstrated in Fig. 18 which is obtained

using Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 based on Eq. (36). The PV energy

contribution and EDG production follow an opposite trend

to fulfill BS demand for various solar capacity as clearly

noticed from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. According to the defini-

tion, EE is inversely related to diesel energy contribution.

Besides, higher PV array significantly reduces fuel consump-

tion and thereby improves the EE performance as evident

from Fig. 19. The empty region in the fourth column denotes

the ZFC state for the four different cases where EE values

become infinite because of zero EDG. However, a profound

impact of Csol has been observed on EE performance as it

moves upward direction rapidly with the increment of Csol .

In addition, EE is found less significant in the first two cases

compared to the third column where the green energy support

is dominating under all scenarios. Finally, it can be inferred

that a higher EH capacity improves the EE performances with

minimum environmental pollution.

For a better understanding of Fig. 18, a clear distinction of

EE performance throughout the day varying Csol for BW =
10 MHz is illustrated in Fig. 19. The graph also includes

EE curve for the conventional scheme in where the BS is

running only diesel energy source. With the help of Fig. 5,

EE curve goes upward direction rapidly with the increment of

solar radiation intensity. For EH capacity of 2kW and 3kW,

the EE goes to infinity after morning with the increment of

solar PV power production and once again fall down sharply

with the diminishing of sunlight. During midnight EE goes

lower due to unavailability of sunlight and shortage of storage

capacity and thus consume energy from DG supply to run the

BS. The infinity EE region is identified by drawing no line

in the figure denotes power consumption from DG goes to

zero. During this period, the BS is fully run by solar energy in

FIGURE 19. EE for BW = 10MHz varying PV capacity.

FIGURE 20. Energy efficiency vs Lf varying BW .

assistance with a battery bank. However, the empty horizon is

more apparent for higher PV installed capacity implying that

EH could carry BS demand for a prolonged period of time.

All the curves of 2kW, 3kW and 4kW distribution follows

identical behavior except the conventional one which exhibits

the pessimistic performance. However, BS operating of 4 kW

solar shows outstanding EE performance compared to other

systems as it takes the lowest amount of fuel and serve the BS

load almost all over 24 hours duration. Under this condition,

the storage capacity is sufficient enough to feed BS load

without any energy taken from DG supply during the absence

of PV sources as observed from the figure. On the other hand,

Csol = 5kW indicates the zero fuel consumption condition in

where EE has become infinity for the whole day because of

that no curve is plotted on the figure.

Energy efficiency versus load factor varying bandwidth

is presented in Fig. 20. The number of PV modules lin-

early scaled with Lf by reducing DG energy contribution

as explained beforehand. Based on this information, all the

curves in Fig. 20 follows homogeneous style to reach their

maximum value with the load factor. EE performance for

BW = 20MHz perform a lot better than other curves pre-

sented in the figure. This is due to the fact that increased

throughput and lower diesel consumption forces EE metric

to rise.
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FIGURE 21. Energy efficiency vs PV capacity for BW = 10MHz.

FIGURE 22. EE for BW = 10MHz varying load factor.

A comparison of EE between the hybrid system with-

out JT CoMP and with coordination for the given PV

array capacity under 10 MHz bandwidth is demonstrated

in Fig. 21. JT CoMP enabled proposed hybrid scheme

indicates improved EE performance over non-CoMP based

hybrid system because of better throughput performance.

Moreover, EE gap is more apparent under higher green

EH capacity where the variation of EDG is also significant.

Fig. 22 compares the EE metric variation of the proposed

framework with the existing hybrid system without coordi-

nation mechanism for different load factor under particular

network settings. Once again the proposed JT CoMP based

hybrid power supply system achieves superior performance

which is more remarkable for higher values of Lf .

Fig. 23 presents the energy efficiency index (EEI) com-

parison with the system bandwidth. The proposed system

attains about 43.8% and 48.7% more energy efficient over

non-CoMP hybrid system for BW = 10MHz and 20 MHz

respectively. It can be safely inferred that a RRH enabled

LTE-A cellular networks with joint coordination is more

preferable than conventional hybrid scheme.

FIGURE 23. Comparison of energy efficiency index.

FIGURE 24. CO2 emissions for various PV capacity and BW .

4) GREENHOUSE GAS (GHG) EMISSIONS

A quantitative comparison of carbon dioxide ejections for

different PV capacity andBW is illustrated in Fig. 24. In gen-

eral, a DG set emit 2.68 CO2 kg per liter and consume fuel

of 0.39 L/kWh [38]. This graph reflected the pessimistic

image of harnessing DG energy. As expected, there is no

carbon emission for zero fuel consumption as depicted from

the figure. Additionally, carbon footprint is found lower for

higher PV capacity as explained using Fig. 10. For instance,

the carbon emission is around 10 kilograms for PV capacity

of 2 kW and reduced to zero when Csol is 5 kW as no

DG power is required under BW = 10MHz. In summary,

SPV/DG hybrid scheme with JT CoMP has been proved as

an energy-efficient and feasible solution through enhancing

EE performance for the envisioned off-grid green cellular

networks especially in remote areas.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined the energy efficiency performances

with a hybrid powered off-grid LTE-A macrocell BS endeav-

oring maximum usage of renewable energy. In light of this,

an energy cooperation strategy based on surplus electricity
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has been investigated for the envisaged green cellular net-

works. Joint transmission CoMP technique is also integrated

with the contemplated framework for further improvement

of EE. System performances in terms of sizing of installed

power supply capacity, battery bank autonomy hours, aggre-

gate energy contribution, surplus electricity, throughput, EEI,

and energy savings have been thoroughly analyzed varying

different parameters. The battery bank carried out the BS

load independently for a prolonged period of time during

hybrid supply malfunctioning. Results demonstrate that dual

axis tracking mode PV array with high nominal battery bank

capacity shows superior system performance compared to

others. A significant impact of system bandwidth and load

factor is noticed on CoMP and non-CoMP based networks.

Moreover, a remarkable EE performance is observed with the

increment of load factor owing to higher resource allocation

and higher SPV capacity. Meanwhile, a solar energy sharing

paradigm considerably increased EE further curtailing diesel

consumption with lower greenhouse gas emissions. To the

end, the level of EE performance substantially relies on a

range of network setups. Future extension of this work will

focus on green aware user association developing general-

ized algorithms and analytical modeling for heterogeneous

networks with the verification by the simulation results.
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